Have you read this?

Frederick Law Olmsted: Plans and Views of Public Parks (The Papers of Frederick Law Olmsted). Call number: A Ol57 Ol57s v.2.  
< http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/014413674/catalog >

This book reveals Frederick Law Olmsted's design concepts for more than seventy public park projects through a rich collection of sketches, studies, lithographs, paintings, historical photographs, and comprehensive descriptions. Bringing together Olmsted's most significant parks, parkways, park systems, and scenic reservations, this gorgeous volume takes readers on a uniquely conceived tour of such notable landscapes as Central Park, Prospect Park, the Buffalo Park and Parkway System, Washington Park and Jackson Park in Chicago, Boston's "Emerald Necklace," and Mount Royal in Montreal, Quebec. No such guide to Olmsted's parks has ever been published.
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